To create a customized soak & wipe system for cleaning,
sanitizing or disinfecting, simply ﬁll out and apply the
supplied GHS-compliant label to the reﬁllable charging
bucket and place Pristine wipers inside. Prepare your
preferred liquid chemical according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, pour it evenly over the wipers, and securely
close the lid to prevent spills and keep contaminants out.
The resulting portable surface wiping system creates
access to a fresh, charged wiper for every task. After the
last wiper is deployed just reﬁll the bucket with wipers and
the same chemical indicated on the label.

Protecting human health and safety has never been more
of a priority. Per CDC guidance, a crucial aspect of reducing
exposure to germs is routine cleaning and disinfecting of
frequently touched surfaces.
Surface cleaning in high traffic institutional settings calls
for generously-sized, Pristine® professional grade wipers
to tackle large jobs efficiently and effectively. Pristine
wipers can be paired with MDI charging buckets and your
preferred hydrogen peroxide-, alcohol-, or bleach-based
sanitizer or disinfectant RTU or dilution system to create
custom saturated sanitation wipes.

Pristine wipers are also an excellent option for use in dip
& wipe open bucket sanitizing methods and spray & wipe
procedures.

Pristine disposable wipers help reduce the risk of crosscontamination associated with reusable microﬁber,
rags or rental towels. Engineered for cleanliness, strength
and performance, Pristine wipers readily charge, and
thoroughly release, chemical solutions to hard, nonporous surfaces while maintaining integrity and strength.

Customizable surface wiping systems from MDI are
reusable to increase the life of the system and ﬂexible to
accommodate your unique sanitizing needs.

Super Rag® white wipers are now

DISPENSING

PART #

DESCRIPTION

FORMAT

PALLETIZATION

CHARGING BUCKET

Quarterfolded wipers in Perf-Pak dispensing poly packs

93126

High Performance Grade 12" x 13" • 10 poly bags of 50 (500/case)

84 Cases
TI/HI: 7/12

93142

Universal Grade

54 Cases
TI/HI: 9/6

12" x 13" • 16 poly bags of 57 (912/case)

40430
&
40431

Quarterfolded wipers in reclosable dispenser boxes

93102
93139

High Performance Grade 12" x 17" • 250 wipers per case
Universal Grade

12" x 17" • 300 wipers per case

117 Cases
TI/HI: 13/9

40431

60 Cases
TI/HI: 6/10

40432

Center-pull refill rolls

91889 Universal Grade

6" x 9" • 333 wipers per center-pull roll
6 rolls/case (2,000 wipers)
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• C

The Wiper Specialists®

5 round buckets with
handle, dispensing lids
& labels per case
l/w/h:
9.25" x 9.25" x 7.1"

•

l/w/h:
7.7" x 7.7" x 6.0"

5 rectangular buckets with
handle, hinged lids
& labels per case
l/w/h:
10.0" x 8.0" x 5.4"

40432

D

5 square buckets, lids
& labels per case

I SO

40430

RTIFIE
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